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Planned Runs
Date
12 February 2017
19th February 2017
26th February 2017
5th March 2017
th

Venue
Karoo café/Cool Runnings
Classic cars/Thirty-Three
Anna’s Kitchen
Classic Bike/Beerco

Place
Pretoria East
Edenvale
Three Sisters
Germiston

This Month’s Birthdays
Name
Neville aka Angel

Date
11th February 2017

Upcoming Dayjols

When: Feb 11, 2017 all-day
Where: The Warlocks Club House, 11th St & Forest Rd, Johannesburg South,

When: Feb 11, 2017 @ 10:00 am
Where: Joker Vaal Clubhouse

When: Feb 11, 2017 @ 10:00 am
Where: Pavilion Watergat Pub and Grill, Sasolburg

When: 4th March 2017
Where: Primrose not the advertised venue.

8th January 2017 – Rained out.

After getting Dougie’s ride back on the road our first planned ride was rained out.

15th January 2017 – Brillante La Mia (Cullinan)
The year started off well with me getting ready to leave with my new found “Biker chick”
getting a ride to the front gate. Sadly, forgot to get a snap before leaving Bimbo’s.

The Sunday morning was perfect and a nice change from the previous week’s weather.
There were 18 bikes lined up at Bimbos all ready to roll at 8.30. Thanks to Mike C I had
finally figured out the name of the place we were going to, (see name above). The original
plan was to go the Craft beer restaurant but they clearly do not answer their phone and not
wanting to take a chance with such a big crowd we opted to visit an old stalwart on the
corner as you enter Cullinan. The spot famous for the coffin chopper and rising trapdoor!

I find it a bit frustrating to phone twice before we arrive and still get to a place and they are
not ready for us. This meant having to move chairs and tables around on arrival. Think this
will be a feature of our rides going forward. Liz and Paul joined us at a point so this took the
ride tally to 20!

For this week’s ride we had some old Ulysses friends (being Jeremy and Libby) this was their
last ride before they returned to Ireland.

About 2/3 of the way through the meal we were joined by Liz and Paul who had not planned
to ride. The food was not bad and eventually everyone got served, I think a plate was sent
back that arrived too late. The weather was really good and I think as this was the first ride
of the year everyone was happy to potter on to Que Sera for an afterburner drink. Mike,
Trevor and John headed off to their respective homes and the rest of us headed to Que
Sera.

c
It really is a pleasure settling bills since Ghost acquired the POS device and this goes really
quick. I think we have a new improved device as the old one was giving us some trouble. But
that’s Ghost’s area and as long as we don’t short change anyone we should be good.
I did not get any snaps of the crowd at Que Sera unfortunately. After 2 or 3 rounds we left
to head towards Cool Runnings. An advance party had already left as some of still had
drinks to finish. As the second crowd left Que Sera we were joined by Paul and Liz and we
all made our way to the 3rd venue for the day. We arrived with a compliment of 17 bikes
which was awesome! We had to move around a few tables to get everyone seated. Liz and
Paul had gone on to eat breakfast with a view to joining us later at Cool Runnings.

Was nice to see such a large turnout at this venue given we are an East Rand Chapter!

22nd January 2017 – Gas Monkey (Van der Bijl)

Our second ride for the year was out to gas Monkey in Van der Bijl park. This establishment
is fairly new and has generated quite a lot of interest from the biking community. This was
the second time Ulysses has been to this venue. Some of us did a short stop afterburner
after the un planned ride to Stonehaven in the first week of the year.
We have been more successful in our formation riding and as Llewellyn has decided to step
down as Road captain we have asked Robert to do the honours of leading us out. He has
previously done this for us with great success. Our post of Road Captain is essentially open
for now with Robert caretaking on our behalf.
It was nice to see Joe riding with us, Tish was ill and he had decided to keep his distance so
as not to catch the bug. With all the business starting up and a lot of guys running their own
this seemed to be a good idea.
We travelled out to Heidelberg along the route past Carnival City and then took the
SuikerBosRand road out towards Meyerton. The plan was to head through to Vereeniging
and then hop on the Motorway to cut across to Van Der Bijl and Gas Monkey. I took the lead
as we headed in to Vereeniging and the wheels came off as there was no way to get on to
the Southbound track. So we did a quick loop and headed back to the Meyerton turnoff to
turn around. It wasn’t long after that that we arrived at Gas Monkey.
K, so my nickname is Grumpy for a reason! Despite having set up tables etc. with the
Manager on the Tuesday morning I found out on arrival that HOGS Johannesburg Chapters
had scheduled a ride the same time. This meant where was a shortage on table space and
not enough cover from the sun. Well after seeing the manager we eventually got sorted and
managed to get food ordered.

The food took some time but was really good and sometime later we all called it a day and
head back home. We will go back to this venue but I will make sure that we are covered and
have indoor seating next time. A great day out with good company and an enjoyable road
out to the venue. The SuikerBosRand Road is neat with very few potholes!

29th January 2017 – Thirty Three High Street

Another awesome morning to ride. The destination of choice 33. The route would be via the
Bapsfontein turnoff and then heading back to Serengeti side. I originally wanted to use the
Motorway from there but we decided to go via the Kempton route. The weather was
perfect and the ride out had no incidents. There was however a cop car camped mid section
on the road to Serengeti which meant that there was no real opportunity to open up any of
the bikes.
The food is always good here and the ride was pretty quick. We had done some 200 plus
runs the previous weeks so I for one was happy to keep this week’s ride shorter. It was also
not the 3rd weekend of the month so no Classic cars either .

It was nice to see Paul McKinley joining us this morning for the ride. Always nice to have
some of the so not often seen members ride.
Which reminds me, when last did we see Mathew? Has anyone spoken with him lately?

5th February 2017 – Heroes (Hartbeespoort Dam – Old Bugattis)

The weather was looking pretty miserable come Sunday morning but 12 bikers opted to
brave the weather and ride out to Hartbeespoort. I keep looking at this picture and I am
battling to see the Dunn’s presence here. The same Dunn’s who have regularly assured me
that this was a place of preference! I had perchance also brought the Chess board with to
meat out a beating of the old man and lookithere! He was all done before I even got started.
The weather as it turned out was absolutely awesome and remained cool and pleasant until
well after midday. Andre and I had chatted about a route out that would avoid the Midrand
nightmare of traffic lights and still avoid the toll gantries. We could not avoid two of them.
The route out went out to Bapsfontein turnoff and then straight out towards Irene, we then
hopped onto the Motorway towards Krugersdorp until we turned off at the township. The
old road is still as messed up as ever but it was nice to cover this route after such a long
time. Bugattis has changed ownership and the New place called “heroes” or something is
really worth a visit. The breakfast is well priced and they service was really good.

After breakfast as none of us had opted to go up the cable cars, the groups split up to head
home. As Malcolm is visiting us we opted to go back via Randburg past the new Lion Park so
we could show him where it was. This meant coming back via the Amazingwe road which I
must admit was really good other than all the damn traffic.
Also we need to make a visit there as we haven’t been out to that venue for some time.
I got a call later from the other hooligans that went with us, surprise they ended up at Cool
Runnings! This seems to be our preferred waterhole nowadays. I would suggest that if we
do the Cullinan run that we go straight there iso going via Que Sera.
Great company and a good ride. Thanks all.

11th February 2017 – The first Club meeting of the year.
The first club meeting is scheduled for 2.30 at Chucky’s place this coming Saturday. It is an
important session as we want to finalise the plans for this year around Rally’s, Dayjol’s,
Outrides and also very importantly the Road Marshall training and rider training we want to
do this year.
Please make every effort to attend so that we accommodate everyone needs.

Member voting
Please don’t forget we have one prospect that needs your vote. Seen here at the Monarch’s
dayjol.

That’s it folks!!

